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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Use InfraWorks® for conceptual design
Carry concept onto design development (Civil 3D® and Revit®)
Share surfaces between Civil 3D and Revit
Use Navisworks® for quantification and visualization

Description
Discover how to use the tools within the AEC Collections to conceptualize and present your
Land Development projects.
Developing schemes for land usage requires the gathering and analysis of a lot of existing data,
the incorporation of proposed structures and buildings, and perhaps even some free-form
“napkin” sketches. Such data is pertinent to coming up with solutions and alternatives. Once this
conceptual design is formalized, the design progresses to the next project phase, design
development / detailed design. In this session, you’ll discover tools you can use within
InfraWorks software to develop and test a conceptual design, developing alternatives and
weighing them against each other. We will use data from a variety of sources, including GIS
data, Revit models, scanned hand sketches, AutoCAD® and Civil 3D drawings, FormIt® models,
and more. You’ll also learn how to carry a conceptual design farther by bringing it into Civil 3D
software, and from there the design surface will be shared with Revit software via BIM 360
software. Finally, we’ll use Navisworks software for visualization and quantification.
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About the Speaker
Jeff’s career has been completely engrossed within the BIM / CAD
technologies for buildings as well as civil and infrastructures, which
demonstrates clearly his passion for these exciting, albeit still young
technologies / methods / systems. Jeff’s work has been divided
between working as an Infrastructure Application Expert for the
Autodesk channel and being a CAD / BIM Manager for large and
small multidiscipline firms / Civil and Architectural. Most of his
career he has been a consultant / teacher / mentor / implementer - a
champion of CAD and BIM. Now with ASCENT, he develops
learning content for their Infrastructure / BIM 360 and Navisworks
courses, as well as developing custom content.

jmorris@rand.com
@ASCENT_CTK
ASCENTed.com (Blog)
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Introduction
When the Infrastructure Design Suites were introduced by Autodesk, I chuckled because I had
always considered Civil 3D a suite of applications. It had AutoCAD, Map 3D, Survey, H&H tools,
Subassembly Composer, Quantity Takeoff, Partsbuilder, etc.
However, when the AEC Collections arrived, it was a game changer! There is a true plethora of
software and cloud services available offering a wide variety of functions. But since tried and
true Civil 3D users were accustomed to being “self-sufficient”, it was more of a challenge to
convince them to let go of the de-facto go-to program and explore other options.
During training and consulting, I am often asked why there are so many different ways of doing
“the same thing” in AutoCAD. My answer is always the question “Which is the better tool – a
hammer or a screwdriver?” The true answer depends on what the final result needs to be. We
can’t have one tool to do it all, but need many tools within a program offering a variety of
functions. Similarly, we can’t have one program/app do it all, but we have multiple programs
within the AEC Collections.

Figure 1: Civil 3D vs. AEC Collections

We will look at what tools are available in the AEC Collections for a fictional land development
project.

Autodesk Sketchbook®
Autodesk Sketchbook used to be part of the AEC Collections; however, in 2020 Sketchbook
became a free product for download. Sketchbook Pro is still available in part of the Media and
Entertainment Collections. I always liked Sketchbook for its intuitive interface with many
“Drafting Board” tools (French curves, ellipses, straight edges, etc.). One can use it on a laptop
computer or a tablet and trace over any image format.
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Figure 2: Sketchbook French Curves and Sketchbook Tools

How I use Sketchbook:
•
•
•
•

To sketch over a Google Map image of the area for road layouts, stormwater flow,
noise hazards, and sun exposures.
Via Windows File Explorer, to store a sketch in a previously created BIM 360 project.
With BIM 360, to allow for the extended project team (beyond firewalls) to view, share,
and discuss the project.
With BIM 360, to manage versions of documents.

Figure 3: Sketchbook Workflow
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Autodesk FormIt® Pro
FormIt is a conceptual massing tool, with many similarities to Sketchup. You can:
• Incorporate Satellite or Road maps through Bing, which is the same source as Civil 3D
and InfraWorks.
• Sketch concepts over maps to provide preliminary massing. This massing can be
converted to Revit models and/or exported as FBX to import into Civil 3D and
InfraWorks.
Like Sketchbook, the basic FormIt version is free, and there is a Pro version that is included in
the AEC Collections. With the Pro version, you can do online collaboration (invited users do not
need a FormIt Pro license), share charettes, follow viewpoints online, and perform energy
analyses of the model through Green Building Studio.

Figure 4: FormIt Workflow

Figure 5: FormIt Pro Energy Analysis and Collaboration
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How I use FormIt:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To build on top of the Sketchbook sketch to do some preliminary massing.
Optionally, to bring in a satellite image from Bing (the same source as Civil 3D’s
online maps and InfraWork’s Model Builder).
To explore conceptual massing of an office tower.
With the Pro version, to do a preliminary energy analysis of the massing concept.
To share the concept with other interested parties external to the design team.
To store massing on BIM 360 for the design team.
To export mass to FBX file (for import into InfraWorks and Navisworks).
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Objective 1:
Use InfraWorks for conceptual design
InfraWorks is a great tool for conceptual design. It lends itself to Land Development concepts
particularly well to expedite the following stages.

Existing Conditions and Ideas
Create existing conditions with the InfraWorks Model Builder.
• Provide address of site
• Select Roads, Buildings, Imagery, and Terrain
• Incorporate:
o Sketches
o FormIt FBX and Revit models
o CAD drawings as overlays

Figure 6: Existing Conditions and Sketches
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•

Terrain Analysis:
o Slope analysis (from 5% - 30%)
o Direction (of TIN surfaces)
o Rudimentary cut/fill values

Figure 7: Terrain Slope Analysis

Commands used:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Model Builder to create the base file
Proposals to save the different design iterations
Import Raster Data Source (for Sketchbook sketch)
o Right-click>Place by Reference Points (up to 3 points)
Import AutoCAD DWG as 2D Overlay
Import 3D Model (FormIt FBX office massing)
Import Autodesk Revit (for school and hotel)
Model Explorer to lock building layer and turn off Sketchbook image
Terrain Themes
o Terrain Statistics (Cut/Fill)
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Preliminary Grading
To create initial layouts for building sites.

Figure 8: Rough Grading in InfraWorks

•
•
•

Land Areas (for wide areas)
o Able to provide cut and fill grading styles
Coverages (for building pads)
o Able to flatten entire coverage (right-click>Share Terrain)
Still hesitant to recommend Land Areas since they continue to be in Preview form

Figure 9: Land Areas and Coverages
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Conceptual Proposal
To create a retention pond and vegetation and to populate site with “City Furniture” and ad-hoc
buildings in order to provide context, sense of scale, and familiarity to stakeholders. Also, to
analyze the proposal in terms of vantage points, shadow studies, and driving along proposed
road.

Commands used:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Area for pond design
Coverage for commercial site delineation
Row of Trees/Stand of Trees
City Furniture and Buildings
Sun/Sky Settings
Storyboard Creation
Shared Views, accessible through a webpage link with Autodesk Viewer (limited
lifespan)

Figure 10: Shared Views with Autodesk Viewer
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Objective 2:
Carry concept onto design development (Civil 3D and Revit)
With a conceptual design (and some design options) agreed upon, I can now bring the concept
into Civil 3D (and Revit) for design development and detailed design. I start with a template that
is already set up to the proper coordinate system (since I work mostly in this coordinate zone).
As I import the InfraWorks model (whose default location is C:\Users\<login-name>\
Documents\Autodesk InfraWorks Models\Autodesk 360\0123456), I already have the proper
coordinate zone selected (from the drawing template). I select the area of interest and the
InfraWorks Objects to be imported. In this case, I do not import the planning roads or the
existing road surface (AIW_Existing_Transportation).

Figure 11: Importing InfraWorks model into Civil 3D

Upon import:
•
•
•
•

Surfaces are converted to Civil 3D surfaces.
Planning roads would be converted to Civil 3D alignments (but none were selected).
Component roads are converted to corridors (along with appropriate assemblies).
Coverage edges are converted to 3D polylines.
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Create Data Shortcuts
I now save the drawing to designate it as the drawing with the InfraWorks surfaces (and
corridors). Therefore, I can create Data Shortcuts of these, that I can later swap out for other
surface shortcuts (as the surfaces get more refined or different surface options are established).
Next, I create a Data Shortcuts folder in my chosen working folder and create data shortcuts for
the AIW_Existing_Ground and AIW_Proposed_Ground surfaces.
Then I save the drawing as a concept drawing in a working folder. I rename the surfaces EG
and FG respectively. Through the Data Shortcuts Manager, I assign EG to the
AIW_Existing_Ground surface and FG to the AIW_Proposed_Ground surface. Remember to
click on the Link icon between the panes!
Later, as a more refined surface is generated from Survey or GIS data, I can swap this updated
surface into EG.

Figure 12: Managing Data Shortcuts

Surface Analysis Tools
As with InfraWorks, we can analyze the surface:
• Slopes (specify colors, ranges, and slope values)
• Directions
• Create Volume Surface for cut/fill values
Unlike InfraWorks, I can also generate dynamic tables that give up-to-date values as my design
changes.
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Importing Other Data
I now import the other data I had used in InfraWorks. I use Raster Design to import the
Sketchbook sketch.

Raster Design commands used:
•
•
•
•

IINSERT (yes, two “I”s!)
IMATCH (or Rubbersheet)
HISTOGRAM
OPEN and CLOSE Image

AutoCAD commands used:
•
•
•
•
•
•

XRef Insert
Scale/Rotate/Move
Align (combines move, rotate, and optionally scale)
,xy filter to select only the X and Y coordinate of a selected point
@ to designate the Z coordinate as the last selected Z value
Layer Freeze to be able to show different Hotel Locations by placing the xreffed
building footprint on different layers
• Views to save a certain viewpoint, either for a quick return “home”, or if enabled with
Layer Snapshots, to be able to show different design options
Note: FBXImport is no longer a supported command, therefore I cannot bring in the FBX file
generated from FormIt.

Preliminary grading procedure:
•
•
•
•
•

Grading from feature lines (from Building Footprint XREF).
Elevations relative to FG surface, raised by 1 foot.
Grading to grading groups for Buildings, on Sites for Option A, Option B, etc.
Standard Civil 3D Grading Tools and Grading Infills.
Create separate surfaces for each building and each option of the building placement.
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Figure 13: Preliminary Grading for Hotel, Option A, and Corresponding Site Plan in Revit

Producing Shared Reference Point(s) (for Revit)
Revit has its own coordinate system and Revit cannot function when the building is too far
removed from the origin of that coordinate system (32km or 20 miles). Civil 3D works best in
global coordinate systems. In order to make the two systems compatible so that building
footprints generated in Revit are properly placed in Civil 3D and that shared surfaces from Civil
3D are properly positioned in Revit, the Shared Reference Point utility has been created.

Procedure:
•

•
•

•

•

Launch the “Autodesk Shared Reference Point”
utility from the Toolbox tab of the Civil 3D
Toolspace, under Subscription Extension Manager.
Select the ORIGIN Point of the building.
Select the “+Y Quasi North” point, which is the
“Project North” orientation of the Revit Model.
(Tip: use the .XY filter to ensure this point is on
the same elevation plane as the ORIGIN Point).
Review the details in the Select Units and
Confirm window. In particular, take note of the
units and elevation. If the elevation of the base
point is incorrect, cancel out and redo, using the
.XY filter and providing the proper Z value for the
ORIGIN Point.
Specify the file location (preferably in BIM 360) and
the file name for the resulting *.xml file. If you are
using different buildings and/or different building
location options, the file name should reflect that.
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Acquiring Shared Reference Point(s) in Revit
In Revit, this shared reference point published from Civil 3D becomes its own Revit site (not to
be confused with Civil 3D sites!).
I import the Shared Reference XML file command via the Add-Ins tab and repeat the same
steps as in Civil 3D:
• ORIGIN point
• Point on +Y to align it with
• Select the XML file from the BIM 360 folder
• A new site is created, with the same name as the imported XML file
On Site Plan View, I change the orientation to True North (compared to Project North). As
different sites are made current, the orientation and the coordinates change.

Figure 14: Site Plans in Revit with Different Sites

I change sites by going to the Manage tab, Location tab. In the Location Weather and Site
window, on the Site tab, select the site from the list and click Make Current.

Figure 15: Making a Site Current
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Objective 3:
Share surfaces between Civil 3D and Revit
Publishing Surfaces (to Revit)
Civil 3D can now publish its surfaces with greater accuracy and visual fidelity than the previous
method of importing a LandXML file into Revit. Through publishing a surface, Revit can create a
link to this surface via BIM 360.
BIM 360 is required in order to publish and link surfaces between Civil 3D and Revit.

Figure 16: Civil 3D Surface Publishing (to Revit)

Procedure:
•
•

•
•

Launch the Publish Surfaces tool from the Collaborate tab.
Select the surface(s) you want to publish.
o The surfaces you select will become one Revit surface.
o If you want separate Revit surfaces, repeat the above steps for each individual
surface required.
Click on the ellipsis (…) in the lower right corner to select the BIM 360 project and
folder to store the surface definition files (which are *.dwg files).
Repeat the process for other surfaces needed to be shared with Revit.
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Linking Topography (Shared Surfaces) in Revit
To reference the Shared Surfaces from Civil 3D, go to the Link Topography link. I invoke the
Link Topography command from the Insert tab in Revit. I am directed to the BIM 360 site, where
I choose the project and select which drawing holds the surface I want to link to. The message
tells me that the Civil 3D coordinates will be aligned with the shared coordinates, and since I am
on the proper site, the surface falls right into place.

Figure 17: Linking Topography through BIM 360 into Revit.

Once topography is present in Revit, it will display in elevation and section Views as cross
hatching.
Also note that the level markers can be configured to show Project Base Elevations (0′-0″ for
Ground Level) or Sea Level Elevation (210′-0″), as shown.

Figure 18: Elevation Views Showing “Earth” Crosshatching for
Topography and Sea Level Elevations.
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Through the Revit Manage Links interface, I can unload the individual topographies. Like any
other links in Revit (or XREFs in AutoCAD), I can remove the links completely, reload them (if
unloaded), or reload them from a different file altogether. If multiple topographies are in Revit, I
can also hide the individual topographies through the regular Revit tools.

Figure 19: Managing Topography Links

Objective 4:
Use Navisworks for quantification and visualization
Navisworks is a program used to improve BIM (Building Information Modeling) coordination,
with lots of subtleties. Traditionally, it has primarily been a contractor’s management tool. It
enables you to do the following:
• Clash Detection
o Eliminates the tedious manual process of inspecting and identifying interference
clashes in a 3D project model.
• Timeliner
• Construction Sequencing
o Visually communicate the relationships between model elements and the construction
schedule.
• Scripting and Animation
o Create videos that simulate walking or flying through a model so that stakeholders can
take a tour.
• Visualization
o Material and Lighting
o Environment
o Rendering
• Quantification
o Model, 2D DWF, and Virtual Takeoffs
Navisworks’s speed, sectioning tools, file reading capabilities, and analytical tools also make
it a very useful and versatile program for any professional in the AEC/BIM field.
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Quantification
While Civil 3D and Revit both have quantification capabilities, Navisworks can quantify across
multiple models to produce project-wide quantification. It can calculate quantities even if the
native program that the models were created in is not accessible.
Navisworks can also perform takeoffs on 2D files and can create “placeholders” for virtual
takeoffs (for future developments).
As models or 2D drawings change, Navisworks can analyze and report on changes.

Figure 20: Quantification Workbook

Procedure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create quantification workbook.
Create or import resource and item catalogs.
Create or import search sets.
Assign selection sets to workbook.
Assign 2D linework or areas to workbook.
If need be, mark up Navisworks for future objects and assign to virtual takeoff.
If models/2D drawings are updated, perform change analysis.
Export takeoff data from workbook.
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Figure 21: Exported Takeoff Data

Visualization
There are many visualization/rendering solutions within the AEC Collection. The Navisworks
Rendering, for me, provides the best balance between ease of use and results.
• Materials: Easily swap materials of single objects or substitute one material for another
project-wide.

Figure 22: Navisworks Materials
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•
•

Materials mapping, scaling, and rotating.
Lighting: Point, Spot, Distant and Web lights for real-time lighting effects.

Figure 23: Navisworks Lighting

•
•

Environment: Sun and Sky location settings for realistic Sun/Shadow studies.
Rendering: In the Cloud or local custom settings (Coffee Break, Lunch Break,
Overnight).

Figure 24: Navisworks Rendering
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Conclusion
The AEC Collections offer a wide variety of software, apps, and cloud services. Often, we
become comfortable with one application and begin to ignore other tools that may do the job
better, or at least differently.
For a fictional land development project, I dug into the AEC Collections and sampled the
Sketchbook and FormIt programs for sketching and conceptual massing work, then explored
these ideas in InfraWorks and brought them to a conceptual level, developed enough to share
the ideas with (fictional) team members and stakeholders.
From there, I recreated the design in Civil 3D for design development and detailed design. I
imported the InfraWorks surfaces and roads. The other objects I had incorporated in InfraWorks,
I could import or reference in Civil 3D. I continued to develop the design, and when the
preliminary surfaces were graded, I shared a common reference point and selected surfaces
with Revit through BIM 360.
Finally, I recreated the design in Navisworks by bringing in the various Civil 3D, InfraWorks and
Revit models for quantifications, where I produced a takeoff schedule for MS Excel. Finally, I did
further design studies by swapping materials and adding lighting sources to produce renderings.
So, I encourage novice and veteran Civil 3D users alike to go beyond Civil 3D and explore all
the tools available to you in the AEC Collections toolbox and learn how to use each tool
effectively for its own merit.
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